
 

Technical Specifications of The Exercise Books/Notebooks:- 

UNC Code Detailed Technical Specifications 

14111514.0009 

Composition Book (for teacher's use) with the following specifications:- 

The books should be made from wood free, white color, and glazed papers 
with regular opacity and antistatically treated. 

Size A4 - 210 x 297mm, 84 sheets (168 pages) excluding cover, wire stitched on 
the 297mm side, bond paper of 80 gm/m2, ruled faint with 32 blue 8 mm spaced 
single lines. Cover of light green manila 170 gm/m2, printed in black, right side only, 
with UN emblem and letters "UNRWA". Arabic text printed within oblong box approx. 
11 x 4 cm with NAME, SCHOOL, SCHOOL YEAR, in that order opposite dotted lines, 
The oblong box must be printed on both sides of the book). UNCC Code 
(326122-0000) in small print at bottom left hand corner of cover. The books shall be 
supplied in accordance with the foregoing specifications but with the following 
tolerances permitted: a) Size - Plus or minus 2% (surface measurement). b) Weight - 
Paper and cover plus or minus 5%. The size and weight shall be determined on the 
average of a representative number of books. 

14111514.0010 

Drawing Book with the following specifications: 

The books should be made from wood free, white color, and glazed papers with 
regular opacity and antistatically treated. 

size A4 - 210 x 297mm 14 sheets (28 pages) excluding cover, wire stitched on 
the 297mm side, MAT drawing paper of 80gm/m2. Plain, light grey manila cover 120 
gm/m2, printed in black on two sides with UN emblem and letters "UNRWA". English 
and Arabic text printed within oblong box approx. 11 x 4 cm with Name, School, 
Class, School year in that order opposite dotted lines. The oblong box must be 
printed on both sides of the book). 

UNCC Code (326123 - 0000) to be in small print at bottom left hand corner of cover. 

The books shall be supplied in accordance with the foregoing specifications but with 
the following tolerances permitted: 

a) Size - Plus or minus 2% (surface measurement). 

b) Weight - paper and cover plus or minus 5%. The size and weight shall be 
determined on the average of a representative number of books 

14111514.0011 

Exercise Books with the following specifications:  

The books should be made from wood free, white color, and glazed papers 
with regular opacity and antistatically treated. 

Size A5 - 165 x 210 mm 26 sheets (52 pages) excluding cover, wire-stitched on 
the 210mm side, bond paper of 80 gm/m2 ruled in grey with 5 sets of four 
equidistant lines, 8 mm between each line within a set and a space of 16mm between 
each set. Blue manila cover 100 gm/m2 printed in black on two sides with UN emblem 
and letters "UNRWA". English and Arabic text printed within oblong box approx. 11 x 4 
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cm with Name, School, Class, School Year, in that order opposite dotted lines. The 
oblong box must be printed on both sides of the book). UNCC Code (326210-
0000) to be in small printed at bottom left hand corner of cover. The books shall be 
supplied in accordance with the foregoing specifications but with the following 
tolerances permitted:  

a) Size Plus or minus 2% (surface measurement). b) Weight paper and cover plus or 
minus 5%. The size and weight shall be determined on the average of representative 
number of books. 

14111514.0013 

Arabic Exercise book, 100 sheets, with the following specifications:- 

size A5 - 165 x 210mm, 100 sheets (200 pages) excluding cover, wire stitched 
on the 210mm side, for Syria and Lebanon use only. 

bond paper 60gm/m2 ruled with 22 grey 8mm spaced single lines with a red margin 
of 25mm on the right side 

Pink manila cover of 350gm/m2, printed in black on two sides with UN emblem and 
letters (UNRWA). 

gm/m2, printed in black on two sides with UN emblem and letters 

English and Arabic text printed within oblong box aprx.11x4cm wit name, school, 
class, school year, in that order opposite dotted lines 

11 x 4cm with name, school, class, school year, in that order 

Agency cat. no. 05.1.118.1 to be in small at bottom left hand corner of cover 

at bottom left hand corner of cover, 

the books shall be supplied in accordance with the foregoing specifications but with 
the following tolerances permitted: 

specifications but with the following tolerances permitted: 

a) size - plus or minus 2% (surface measurement) 

b) weight - paper and cover plus or minus 5% 

the size and weight shall be determined on the average of a representative 

14111514.0014 

Exercise Book with the following specifications:-  

The books should be made from wood free, white color, and glazed papers with 
regular opacity and antistatically treated. 

Size A5 - 165 x 210 mm 52 sheets (104 pages) excluding cover, wire-stitched 
on the 210mm side, bond paper of 80 gm/m2 ruled in grey with 9 sets of four 
equidistant lines, 4mm between each line within a set and a space of 8mm between 
each set. Yellow manila cover 170 gm/m2 printed in black on two sides with UN 
emblem and letters "UNRWA". English and Arabic text printed within oblong box 
approx. 11 x 4 cm with Name, School, Class, School Year, in that order opposite 
dotted lines. The oblong box must be printed on both sides of the book. UNCC 
Code (326210-0003) to be in small printed at bottom left hand corner of cover. The 
books shall be supplied in accordance with the foregoing specifications but with the 
following tolerances permitted:  



 

a) Size Plus or minus 2% (surface measurement). b) Weight paper and cover plus or 
minus 5%. The size and weight shall be determined on the average of representative 
number of books. 

14111514.0015 

Exercise Book with the following specifications:-  

The books should be made from wood free, white color, and glazed papers 
with regular opacity and antistatically treated. 

Size A5 - 165 x 210mm 52 sheets (104 pages) excluding cover, wire stitched 
on the 210 mm side, bond paper of 80 gm/m2 ruled with 22 grey 8 mm spaced 
single lines, light green manila cover 170 gm/m2, printed in black on two sides with 
UN emblem and letters " UNRWA". English and Arabic Text printed within oblong box 
approx. 11 x 4 cm with NAME, SCHOOL, CLASS, SCHOOL YEAR, in that order opposite 
dotted lines. The oblong box must be printed on both sides of the book).UNCC 
Code (326210 - 0002) to be in small print at bottom left hand corner of cover. N.B. 
for all books.  

The books shall be supplied in accordance with the foregoing specifications but with 
the following tolerances permitted: 

a) Size - Plus or minus 2% (Surface measurement).  

b) Weight - Paper and cover plus or minus 5%. The size and weight shall be 
determined on the average of preventative number of books. 

14111514.0016 

Exercise Book with the following specifications: 

The books should be made from wood free, white color, and glazed papers 
with regular opacity and antistatically treated. 

Size A5 - 165 x 210mm 26 sheets (52 pages) excluding cover, wire-stitched on 
the 210 mm side, bond paper of 80 gm/m2 ruled faint with 22 grey 8 mm spaced 
single lines. Pink manila cover 100 gm/m2 printed in black on two sides with UN 
emblem and letters "UNRWA". English and Arabic text printed within oblong box 
approx. 11 x 4 cm with Name, School, Class, School year, in that order opposite 
dotted lines. The oblong box must be printed on both sides of the book).UNCC 
Code (326210-0004) to be in small print at bottom left hand corner of cover. The 
books shall be supplied in accordance with the foregoing specifications but with the 
following tolerances permitted: a) Size plus or minus 2% (surface measurement). 

b) Weight - paper and cover plus or minus 5%. The size and weight shall be 
determined on the average of a representative number of books 

14111514.0020 

Exercise book (Arithmetic), 52 sheets (104 pages) 

The books should be made from wood free, white color, and glazed papers 
with regular opacity and antistatically treated. 

Size A5 - 165 x 210mm, wire-stitched on the 210mm side, excluding cover for Syria 
use only. Bond paper of 80gm/m2, having 5 x 5mm squared lines faint ruled on 

each page, Pink manila cover 170gm/m2 printed in black on two sides 

with UN emblem and letters (UNRWA), English and Arabic text printed 

within oblong box approx. 11 x 4cm with name, school, class, school year 



 

in that order opposite dotted lines, UNCC code 326123-0000) 

to be in small print at bottom left hand corner of cover 

the oblong box must be printed on both sides of the book 

the books shall be supplied in accordance with the foregoing 

specifications but with the following tolerances permitted: 

a) size - plus or minus 2% (surface measurement) 

b) weight - paper and cover plus or minus 5%, the size and weight 

shall be determined on the average of a representative 

number of books 

 


